Abstract. The DoCarmo-Wallach moduli space parametrizing spherical minimal immersions of a Riemannian manifold M is a compact convex body in a linear space of tracefree symmetric endomorphisms of an eigenspace of M . In this paper we define and study a sequence of metric invariants σ m , m ≥ 1, associated to a compact convex body L with base point O in the interior of L. The invariant σ m measures how lopsided L is in dimension m with respect to O. The results are then appplied to the DoCarmo-Wallach moduli space. We also give an efficient algorithm to calculate σ m for convex polytopes.
Introduction
Let L be a compact convex body in a Euclidean vector space E and O ∈ int L, a base point in the interior of L. Given C ∈ ∂L, the line passing through O and C intersects ∂L in another point. We call this the opposite of C with respect to O and denote it by C o . Clearly, (C o ) o = C. The distortion function Λ : ∂L → R is defined by
where d(X, X ) = |X − X | is the Euclidean distance.
The distortion measures how far L is from being (centrally) symmetric with respect to O. Clearly, Λ(C o ) = 1/Λ(C). The distortion function Λ is continuous, since both the numerator and the denominator in (1) are continuous in C ∈ ∂L [1, 2] . In addition, we have
provided that O ∈ L is chosen appropriately [1] . This gives σ 1 (L) = 1.
We have the obvious upper estimate
In particular, the difference σ m+1 (L) − σ m (L) is at most 1/(1 + max ∂L Λ).
The most important invariant is σ(L) = σ n (L), where n = dim L = dim E. As shown in [4] , for k ≥ 1, we have
Equivalently, the sequence {σ m (L)} m≥n is arithmetic with difference 1/(1+max ∂L Λ). Clearly, for m ≤ n, we have
where the infimum is over affine subspaces In general, the sequence {σ m (L)} n m=1 is not arithmetic but superadditive in the following sense.
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Theorem B. We have
We can write (8) in the more symmetric form
Setting k = 2 and using σ 2 (L) ≥ 1 (Theorem A), we immediately obtain that the sequence {σ m (L)} ∞ m=1 is increasing. Since σ 1 (L) = 1, there is a largest integer r(L) ≥ 1 such that σ m (L) = 1 for 1 ≤ m ≤ r(L). By Theorem A, r(L) is the maximum dimension of an affine subspace F( O) of E that intersects L in a simplex. The obvious lower estimate
We now turn to applications to moduli spaces. Let H be a Euclidean vector space, and let S 2 0 (H) denote the space of symmetric endomorphisms of H with vanishing trace. The reduced moduli space
is a compact convex body in S 2 0 (H) with centroid O at the origin. All moduli spaces considered here are the intersections of K 0 with linear subspaces E ⊂ S 2 0 (H). More specifically, the fundamental problem in the study of the DoCarmo-Wallach moduli spaces is to describe the shape of the compact convex body that parametrizes spherical eigenmaps and minimal immersions f : M → S V of a compact (homogeneous) Riemannian manifold M into the unit sphere S V of a Euclidean vector space V , for various V . The components of such maps are in an eigenspace H = H λ corresponding to an eigenvalue λ of the Laplace-Beltrami operator acting on functions of M . To indicate the dependence of these maps on λ, we will call them λ-eigenmaps; for minimal immersions the induced metric on M is λ/ dim M -times the original metric on M . The moduli spaces are L λ = K 0 ∩ E λ (for λ-eigenmaps) and M λ = K 0 ∩ F λ (for spherical minimal immersions), where F λ ⊂ E λ , and E λ (and consequently, F λ ) are orthogonal to certain rank one endomorphisms of H λ defined by the Dirac delta map δ : M → H * λ [5] . In view of Theorem A, the invariants σ m (L λ ) and σ m (M λ ), m ≥ 1, tell how 'lopsided' the moduli spaces are.
For the reduced moduli everything can be calculated explicitly. As shown in [5] , the distortion Λ : ∂K 0 → R is the maximal eigenvalue, and hence
It is easy to show that the reduced moduli K 0 has a simplicial intersection in dimension dim H − 1 corresponding to the diagonal endomorphisms with respect to an orthonormal basis in H. Thus
Moreover, for m ≥ dim H, we have
GABOR TOTH
Clearly, for any linear subspace E ⊂ S 2 0 (H), we also have
where 
Theorem C applies to the moduli L λ and M λ (both assumed to be nontrivial).
Assuming that the first Betti number of M is zero, we have dim V ≥ 3. (The topological condition guarantees that there is no nonconstant eigenmap of M to the circle.) By the DoCarmo-Wallach parametrization, rank (C + I) corresponds to the range dimension of the eigenmap that C parametrizes, and hence n(L λ ) ≥ 3. Theorem C now implies that
Note that it is a difficult problem to give better lower estimates of n(L λ ) in terms of λ [6, 7] .
For spherical minimal immersions f : M → S V of a (positive) constant curvature domain M , a result of J.D. Moore [3] states that dim V ≥ 2 dim M (unless f is totally geodesic, and therefore M λ is trivial). Thus, Theorem C gives
We now return to the general setting. The distortion Λ and (therefore) σ m (L) depend on the base point O ∈ int L. Including this dependence, we obtain the distortion function Λ :
We have the following:
is continuous on int L and extends continuously to ∂L by setting it as 1 on ∂L. In general, calculating σ m (L), m ≤ n (for any base point O), is difficult even for plane polygons [4] . The key question is whether one can restrict the infimum in (2) to configurations consisting of extremal points of L. 
where the infimum is over affine subspaces F ⊂ E.
Note that a minimizing sequence for the infima in (10) and (11) may not subconverge, as L 0 is not necessarily closed in L. Comparing (2)- (10) and (4)- (11), we obtain 
An immediate consequence of the theorem is to reduce the computation of σ(L) for L a plane polygon, to a finite enumeration.
Corollary. Let n = 2 and L ⊂ E as in the theorem above. Then
Theorem F will be proved by an analysis of the local maxima of the distortion function Λ : ∂L → R. As a byproduct, we will also obtain the following:
In this section we prove Theorem B.
Consider the partial sum
Using (2) and (3) repeatedly, we estimate
where in the last inequality we used σ 1 (L) = 1. This is (8).
Thus, from now on we may assume that
We may also assume that
Using (2) and (3) again, we estimate
where we used σ 1 (L) = 1. This is (8) again. Finally, we assume that O = O. We let C ∈ ∂L be the intersection of the ray emanating from O and passing through O with ∂L.
By (15), we have
Expressing O in terms of C , we obtain
Using (16)- (17), we finally compute
Theorem B follows.
Moduli
In this section we prove Theorem C. First, we make a few observations on the reduced moduli. For brevity, let
is the symmetric tensor product. The image of
It follows that the extremal points of K 0 as a convex set are precisely the points
The distortion Λ(C) of C ∈ ∂K 0 is the largest eigenvalue of C [5] . For C = C v we have Λ(C v ) = h − 1 with multiplicity 1, and the other eigenvalue is −1 with multiplicity h − 1. Hence maximal distortion of K 0 is attained precisely at the points
We obtain that K 0 has a simplicial intersection in dimension h − 1. Note that the simplicial intersection consists of the endomorphisms in K 0 ⊂ S 2 0 (H) that are diagonal with respect to the basis
For the beginning of the proof of the first statement of Theorem C on monotonicity, we keep L a general compact convex body L ⊂ E.
, and the first statement of the Corollary follows.
We first claim that
This is a contradiction, and the claim follows. Next, we claim that for i, j = 0, . . . , k, i = j, the affine plane F ij spanned by C i , C j , and O intersects L in a triangle with vertices C i , C j and another vertex. It is enough to show this for i = 0 and j = 1. We apply the construction in the proof of Theorem B (for m = 1 and k replaced by k − 1). We arrive at the two configurations
and
where C ∈ ∂L is on the ray emanating from O and passing through the point
We estimate
is a triangle, and the claim follows. The final step is to show that the affine span
We now assume that L = K 0 (H) ∩ E, where E ⊂ S 2 0 (H) is a linear subspace and H is a Euclidean vector space. We apply (ii) of Theorem D in [4] for any pair C i and C j . Then the fact that L ∩ F ij is a triangle is equivalent to the two conditions
Let v i be an eigenvector corresponding to the maximal eigenvalue of C i . Evaluating the last inequality on v i , we obtain
Since C j + I ≥ 0, v i is in the kernel of C j + I. Since this is true for all j = i, we obtain that the intersection of the kernels of C j + I for all j = i is nontrivial. This, however, means that
Since this is true for all i, we have
By (6)- (7), we have
Let V i ⊂ H denote the eigenspace corresponding to the (largest) eigenvalue Λ(C i ) of C i . By the equality (and the reasoning) above, V i is contained in the kernel of C j + I for any j = i. In particular, the eigenspaces V i are mutually orthogonal. We now estimate
Thus n ≥ n(L), and the second statement of Theorem C follows. The following lemma asserts part (a) of Theorem D.
Proof. (a) This follows as in [1] but, for future purposes, we give here an independent proof. Let C → C in ∂L. We need to show that
We thus obtain α → 0. 
and we obtain
This is (a).
The triangle OO C gives
and the inequality above reduces to
As in the first part of the proof
and we obtain that Finally, (c) follows from (a) and (b).
and consequently
Proof. By (18), it is enough to show continuity at
On the other hand, part (a) of the proof of Lemma 1 applied to the triangle
The lemma follows.
O ). Multiplying this by λ i and summing up with respect to i, we obtain
Proof of Theorem D. We need to prove only part (b
.
Substituting this into (20), we obtain
Taking the infimum in the first sum over C m (L, O ), we obtain
to be m-minimal (with respect to O ). This is possible by first choosing C i and then defining
Taking the infimum in the first sum over
Combining these, for d(O , O) < δ we have
To finish the proof of the theorem we now derive the following relations:
Changing the notation, we let O ∈ int L be fixed and > 0. To prove (21)-(22), we will show that, for any O ∈ int L, d(O , ∂L) < (with small enough so that
where as usual δ O and ∆ O are the minimum and maximum distances of a boundary point of L from O.
Let X ∈ ∂L be the unique point on the extension of the half-line emanating from O and passing through O . Let C ∈ ∂L be such that
where the antipodal X o is with respect to O . With this we have
and (23) (2), we have
where we used (25) and the fact that
. (24) follows. The proof of Theorem D is complete.
Concavity of σ m (L, .)
We begin with the following: 
for some 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1. Finally, we let
, with Λ 0 and Λ 1 also defined when λ = 0 and λ = 1, respectively. For the distortions, we have
with equality iff C o λ is a boundary point of L. To simplify the computations, it is convenient to introduce the notation
With this, we have
In the third equation we use the expression of C o λ in (26), split C as (1 − λ)C + λC and (1 − µ)C + µC, and use the first two equations to obtain
We may assume that O 0 − C and O 1 − C are linearly independent. We then obtain
Eliminating µ we get
Finally, expressing N λ in terms of Λ λ , we have 1
Using (27)- (28) we finally arrive at
The proposition follows.
Corollary. The function 1 1 + max C∈∂L Λ(C, .) (29) is continuous and concave in int L, and it extends to L as a continuous concave function by setting it as zero on ∂L.
Proof. Consider the family of functions 1 1 + Λ(C, .) C∈∂L .
The (pointwise) minimum of this family is (29). By part (b) of Lemma 1 in Section 2, this family is equicontinuous. Continuity of the minimum follows easily. Since the pointwise minimum of concave functions is concave, concavity of (29) also follows. Finally the second statement follows from (21).
We now prove a partial concavity of σ m (L, .) restricted to m-minimizing configurations.
Proof. This is a consequence of Proposition 1. In fact, we have
, since each term in the sum of the left-hand side is concave. Now, by assumption, 
and split the interior of L into two subsets according to whether equality or inequality holds. This approach works for dim L = m = 2, and we assume this for the rest of this section (and suppress m).
We define two sets
. Proof. Since O ∈ S , for any configuration
By continuity of the functions involved, R is open and S is relatively closed in int L.

Lemma 2. Let O ∈ S . Then the sets
M O = {C ∈ ∂L | Λ(C, O) = max X∈∂L Λ(X, O)} and N O = {C ∈ ∂L | Λ(C, O) = min X∈∂L Λ(X, O)}
are connected (and closed) and centrally symmetric with respect to
. Since this is true for any C 1 (between C 0 and C o 0 ), the description of Λ applies. The rest is clear.
Corollary. If O ∈ R and {C
, and let
Proof. Assume, on the contrary, that there exist O n ∈ K such that ρ O n → 0 as n → ∞. Passing to a subsequence, we may assume that O n → O ∈ K. Since ∂L is also compact, we may also assume that each vertex of the minimizing triangle associated to O n converges as n → ∞. This way, we obtain a limiting configuration
which, after cancellations, becomes
The left-hand side can be estimated from above by 2f (c) by (33) 
Proof. We let f 0 = f . We define . We need to show that 
GABOR TOTH
Conversely, if L has a simplicial intersection with an m-dimensional affine subspace
Proof. Combining (5) and (12) 
We may assume that k > 1. By (14) we can choose C ∈ L 0 such that
Adding k copies of C to the original configuration we obtain the (m + k)-configura-
Combining these, we obtain
If k ≥ n−m, then, adding k copies of C again, we obtain {C 0 , . . . , C m , C, . . . , C} ∈ C 0 m+k (L), and we have
Letting → 0, (34) follows.
Finally, if k < n − m, then let F ⊃ F be an (m + k)-dimensional affine subspace such that C ∈ F . Then adding k copies of C again, we obtain
For m = n = dim L, we claim that equality holds in (34), so that the sequence {σ
O is a convex polytope of dimension ≤ n since it is contained in E. We can select n + 1 points from {C 0 , . . . , C n+k } whose convex hull still contains O. Renumbering if necessary, we may assume that these are
Letting → 0, the claim folows. Returning to the main line, let m = 1 and
The upper bound for σ 
Local maxima of the distortion
We first study the distance function ∆ : ∂L → R, defined by
Let C ∈ ∂L. We define the derivative D τ ∆(C) with respect to an oriented 2-dimensional affine subspace τ ⊂ E that contains O and C. We parametrize the boundary curve ∂L ∩ τ by the angular variable measured from C in the positive direction so that for C(t) ∈ ∂L ∩ τ , we have t = ∠C O C(t). It follows from convexity that t → C(t) has one-sided derivatives. We introduce the angle
For any function f : ∂L → R differentiable on ∂L ⊂ E, we define
We now calculate D τ ∆. (Note that ∆ is differentiable, as O is away from ∂L.)
Lemma. We have
Proof. Choose a coordinate system on τ such that O is the origin and C is on the positive first axis. With respect to this coordinate system, we have C(t) = (∆(C(t)) cos t, ∆(C(t)) sin t). Differentating, (35) follows from the formula
By (35), we have
where α = α τ (C) and
Let τ be τ oppositely oriented and α = α τ (C). By convexity, α + α ≤ π and equality holds iff C is a smooth point of ∂L ∩ τ [1] . C is a smooth point of ∂L iff Example. Let SO(4) = SU (2) · SU (2) be the natural product structure, and let L = (L In particular, we obtain (13).
From now on we can assume that for any minimal m-configuration {C 0 , . . . , C m }, [C 0 , . . . , C m ] is an m-simplex with O in its interior. The latter condition implies that Λ has a local maximum at each C i .
